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CORRECTIONS

Corrections should be made for errors appearing in issue no. 99 (June 1993) of the CEAL Bulletin. The first, for which the editor sincerely apologizes, occurs on page 97. The name of a member of the Task Force for ARL Foreign Acquisitions Project for Japanese Materials was not included in the member list:

Hideo Kaneko, East Asian Collection
Yale University

The editor deeply regrets this omission.

The second group of errors occurs on pages 113 and 114 of the same issue:

Frequency of ILL should be Frequency of ILL
Cornell 408 should be Cornell 408b
NYPL 355 should be NYPL 355c
Maryland 318 should be Maryland 318c
Oregon 146 should be Oregon 146c
Duke 126 should be Duke 126c
Iowa 100 should be Iowa 100c
North Carolina 84 should be North Carolina 84b
USC 84 should be USC 84b
Georgia Tech 60 should be Georgia Tech 60b
Virginia 60 should be Virginia 60b
Arizona State 44 should be Arizona State 44c
Claremont 38 should be Claremont 38b
Colorado 23 should be Colorado 23b
Rutgers 15 should be Rutgers 15c

The first line of the first paragraph under "2. Summary and Conclusion" reads: "The above survey results shows..." It should read: "The above survey results show..."

The editor hopes he will be pardoned for making these errors and promises to be more diligent in the future.